HOLD ON - TECHNICAL RIDER
FORMAT OF PRESENTATION Nomadic Circus VR
(Outdoor)
We propose two different technical rider for this installation :
1/ Outdoor - DAYLIGHT & 2/ Outdoor - NIGHT

BUILT UP: Daylight : 3 hours // For night : 4 hours
BUILT DOWN: Daylight : 2 hours // For Night : 3 hours

GENERAL INFORMATIONS
The experience is adaptable according to the performance venue ; both in its time of installation ( scenography, light design)
and audience capacity . We receive between 10 to 20 people every 45 minutes. The performance is ongoing and we present
up to 8 times a day. (possibility of add supplementaire sessions (up to 12 per day for an additional price).

We kindly ask the organiser to send us pictures and exact dimensions of the performance venue minimum 1 month in advance
to facilitate the installation process.
STAGE INFORMATIONS
- Ideally a flat, as leveled ground as possible.
- Preferably in a calm venue/space with little circulation.
- Requires an outdoor spot protected from direct sun during the summer & winter. Can be using the shadow of a tree or building or installing a roof using tarps.
Minimum stage dimensions required :
An audience of 10: 6m x 6m
An audience of 15: 7m x7m
An audience of 20: 8m x 8 m
WEATHER CONDITIONS:
- Performance planning to be adapted according to weather conditions.
- Avoid high temperatures (C°) because virtual headsets risk overheating.
- The company has the right to cancel dates if the weather does not allow representations in good conditions. (Rain, violent wind,
full sun (summer), temperatures too low or too high: risk of deterioration of the virtual headsets.
ADDITIONAL DEMANDS
- Please check that you can provide a 4G network on site
- One person from the organization to receive the public before each session and help with disinfection of VR headset
between each session.
- Please ensure a free parking space near the performance area.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

CABLING

outdoor evening

outdoor daylight

- 2 multiplugs with 3 sockets

- 2 multiplugs with 3 sockets

- 3 multiplugs with 4 sockets

- 3 multiplugs with 4 sockets

- 6 extensions cords of min 5 m* - 2 extensions cords of min 5 m*

LIGHT

- 2 extensions cords of 2 m*

- 2 extensions cords of 2 m*

- 3 non dimmable 16A sockets

- 3 non dimmable 16A sockets

- 2 Fresnels 1Kw / PC 1kw on
floor plates
- 2 Fresnels 650w / PAR 64
1Kw on floor plates

Filters :
2x L195
2x L2004

SOUND

STAGE EQUIPMENT

- 2 speakers on stands (broadcas- - 2 speakers on stands (broadcasting by computer)

ting by computer)

- 10 - 20 rotating chairs**

- 10 - 20 rotating chairs**

- 2 large tables for VR headsets

- 2 large tables for VR headsets

(75cmx160cm)

(75cmx160cm)

- 1 small table (40x80)**

- 1 small table (40x80)**

- 2 tents of 3x3m***

- 2 tents of 3x3m***

*to be specified according to the location of the 16A sockets and the dimensions of the space/area
** provided by the company if traveling by car. If train/air trip: to be provided by the organization/organizers
*** 1 tent provided by the company if traveling by car. If train/air trip: to be provided by the organization/organizers

outdoor evening

outdoor daylight

PICTURES OF PREVIOUS INSTALLATIONS

Fragonard Garden | Grasse

Fragonard Garden | Grasse

Fragonard Garden | Grasse

Fragonard Garden | Grasse

FHEEL CONCEPTS TEAM
1 artist & 1 technician
SCHEDULE
Team arrival : D-1 if travelling more than 3 hours (from Toulouse). Less than 3 hours of travel : arrival D Day.
Team departure : 3 hours after the last session.
TOUR CONDITIONS
A storage space for the equipment and a small catering (biscuits, dried fruit, fresh fruit, water, juice,fruit, coffee, tea, etc.) must
be available for the artistic and technical team through the day.
COSTS PAID BY THE ORGANISER
• Round trip travel by car from Toulouse (kilometric allowances of €0,595/km) / or travel by train/ plane (2 suitcases of 33 kg
and 2-3 suitcases of 23 kg) • Accommodation on site (2 single rooms) • Meals on the way and meals on site.
If you have any question, contact :
GRENIER Marjolaine
technique.fheelconcepts@gmail.com
0033 6 75 98 62 52

